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1.1 Irrigation financing and cost recovery
Providing irrigation always entails a measure of human labour and capital investment. In traditional
small-scale systems investments were made by the communities themselves and the initial
commitment generally defined rights to access water (Coward 1980). Such undertakings were often
limited (e.g. tapping a spring or a run-of-the-river diversion using a few stones or logs laid across a
small stream) but could also be quite costly (as in the case of qanats, underground drainage galleries
commonly dug over several kilometres). Larger-scale ventures were financed directly by rulers (e.g.,
river diversions in Mesopotamia or large tanks in South Asia) who derived economic surpluses from
the increased production.
The view of irrigated agriculture as a means of ensuring both population needs and generating returns
to capital was made explicit during colonial times. Investments in irrigation by the British in Sudan,
Egypt, India and Sri Lanka, for example, are all well documented, and income generation and
profitability were central concerns. Farmer (1976) observed that in Sri Lanka “the English government
was always concerned, and sometimes obsessed, by the protection and the increase of its income, as
was the case in other colonial territory”. Colonial administrators sought both to protect/uplift the poor
masses, when considered to be in a state of misery, and involve them in productive capitalistic
investments that would yield net revenues to the Crown (Bastianpillai 1967)1. Stone (1984) also
documented the endless debates between supporters of irrigation and the guardians of the royal purse.
In contrast to narratives that assume that a focus on the economic value of water was characteristic of
a late phase of water resources development, British colonial documents clearly show that most
questions currently debated on the economics – perhaps more accurately the financing– of irrigation
were already centre stage. The questions of who was to finance the infrastructure (local revenue, the
Crown, or private interests), whether and how a water fee should be levied, what its impact on

1

For example, arguing for investments in the south of Sri Lanka, a British administrator referred to the "magnificent and
really noble and philanthropic, enterprise [to be] accomplished. Nor will it be a barren philanthropy, I mean, in point of
pecuniary profit even" (Steele 1867).
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different categories of people would be, whether it should be increased, whether it could influence
crop choice or water use behaviour, to cite a few examples, were fiercely debated. Opinions diverged
between the British Government, the Government of India and other colonial authorities, local
governments, canal engineers, etc. and alternatives such as private investments, bulk volumetric
pricing, and crop-based differential rates were all tested (Bolding et al. 1995).
The financial (or economic) view of irrigation lost its prominence in the four decades following
WWII. Irrigation and dams became pivotal investment options for developing countries, notably
newly independent states, to deliver on the promise of feeding the masses, providing income
opportunities to rural populations, balancing regional development and alleviating poverty, hence
building self-sufficiency and state legitimacy. Development was seen largely as a matter of
infrastructure and technical transfer, and large dams, irrigation schemes, flood control structures and
other water projects received massive capital outlays (see chapter 2 and CA). The national, but also
geopolitical, interests vested in such investments and in the increase in lending by development banks
contributed to an outburst of projects, frequently undertaken on political rather than on sound
economic grounds (Barker and Molle 2004). Cost-benefit analyses often remained shoddy and there
was limited scrutiny on the assumptions and projections made. All parties involved (governments,
local politicians, consultants, construction firms, lending agencies, etc) had incentives to go ahead
(Repetto 1996; Molle and Renwick 2005), while the concerned populations were most of the time
considered as mere recipients of projects rather than partners in their own development. Whether
politicians and engineers were infected by the “desert bloom” syndrome (Carruthers and Clarck 1981),
or fulfilled a “hydraulic mission” through politically-rewarding iconic megaprojects, or aimed to
revitalize an impoverished countryside, free land and water resources were seen as the basic material
of agricultural development.
These investments yielded mixed results. Though much was achieved, land productivity, distribution
efficiency, and management often remained sub-optimal, economic returns were often disappointing
and environmental externalities (salinization, water-logging) became more evident with time.
Technology alone proved unfit to deal with these growing challenges and attention shifted to
organizational aspects, including farmers’ participation, turnover, and capacity-building. Initially, the
World Bank only funded new projects, but poor performance led to a policy shift towards
rehabilitation in the late 1960s (Jones 1995). A first operational policy memorandum (OPM 2.61),
issued in 1971, stated that the recovery of all project costs was a normal aim but offered a loophole by
adding that "as a minimum, operation and maintenance costs should be recovered completely" (Jones
1995).
During the 1970s, the questions of why, whom, and how much to charge for water stirred much debate
at the World Bank. Proponents of irrigation lending and engineers perceived policy instructions as
interference in their job. The prevailing philosophy remained that of 1971, though it was recognized
that investment costs might be too high for beneficiaries to pay back and that a "reasonable" share
would be acceptable. Covenant language was accordingly often vague (''… to the extent practicable''
or ''… as much as possible…'') and there was virtually no capital cost recovery (Duane 1986). An
earlier study (Wapehans 1969) had shown that seventeen projects completed in the 1960s had
estimated levels of charge collection that exceeded O&M but only amounted to 29% of full costs.
In 1976, an "informal discussion paper to assist staff in developing satisfactory approaches to cost
recovery" (Ray et al. 1976), followed by Central Projects Memorandum No 8.4 (World Bank 1976),
defined new overall policy principles and guidelines, stressing three objectives as the basis for cost
recovery: public savings, income distribution, and economic efficiency. The objective of public
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savings was to "enable governments to undertake additional rural development projects that would
reach a larger number of the rural poor". It was also recognized that recovery of all costs might not be
possible and that the poor should be identified and exempted2. "Efficiency pricing of irrigation water is
usually not possible" but "even a nominal price for water would offer users some incentive to
eliminate at least some of the conspicuous waste and overwatering… which occurs when water is
treated as a free good" (Ray et al. 1976). Volumetric pricing was desirable but, if not practical, a
benefit tax (linked to the land tax), "although constrained by various administrative and political
factors", should be considered as a second-best option.
In 1981, the Operations Evaluation Department (OED) released an analysis of 26 irrigation projects
completed in the 1970s (World Bank 1981). Aside from severe problems with water management and
maintenance, the survey found that cost recovery covenants had been breached in eleven cases, with
no or limited water charges. Reasons included reluctance by governments to reduce farm income,
cultural or religious resistance, the political clout of farmers, and a common 'operational' constraint:
"If project management cannot guarantee continuous and adequate water deliveries to most, or all,
project beneficiaries, the Government becomes liable". While, on the one hand, insufficient attention
had been given to differing local conditions, on the other, large discrepancies in the way the Bank
handled negotiations with different countries could not be explained by the policy guidelines. Lastly,
no relation was found between charges and irrigation efficiency and "factors, other than water charges,
always proved to be much more important in explaining farmer behaviour than the presence, absence
or absolute cost of water charges" (World Bank 1981).
Application of the guidelines3 in different countries proved difficult. In Indonesia, reinvestment of
charges in O&M was hindered by a fiscal problem of flow of funds between central, provincial and
local government, the willingness to pay was affected by quality of service and by a taxation on rice
amounting to 37% of the world price (Thompson 1982); in Bangladesh irrigation remained heavily
subsidised with benefits accruing to the "better-off" (World Bank 1978); in some countries studies on
farmers' ability to pay were made at the Bank's insistence but their conclusions were disregarded
(World Bank 1981).
The 1976 policy was broadened and simplified in a Policy Note (World Bank 1984), informed by yet
another survey on cost-recovery performance. This note distinguished between resource mobilization
and allocation and emphasized again the failure to fund O&M, regardless of how much was recovered.
It was proposed that assurances should be sought of adequate funds for O&M as a substitute for
demanding cost-recovery but this was edited out of the final text (Jones 1995). The lack of incentive
for non-autonomous agencies to collect fees or improve management, inadequate collection
mechanisms, and the transaction costs of collecting fees (especially if they were to be volumetric)
were listed as constraints. Although the "longer term objective to have a system of resource
mobilization that will recover capital costs so permitting replicability of investments" (World Bank
1984) remained, most Bank economists were incensed by the weakening of the principle of long-run
marginal cost pricing (Jones 1995).
A further review of conditionality and cost recovery in 1986 confirmed that in only about 15% of
irrigation projects were loan covenants fully met and that recovery rates ranged from zero to 100% of

2

It was proposed that an "indicator of benefits" taken as the incremental gross value minus all incremental costs (irrigation
service fees or their equivalent not considered) should be used. Farmers below a critical consumption level (CCL) to be
defined would not be taxed.

3

Reissued with minor changes in 1980 under Central Project Note No.2.10 (World Bank 1980).
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O&M costs, with most in the range of 15 -45% (World Bank 1986). Limited adherence to covenants
was ascribed to (a) the lack of government commitment, (b) unreliable water supply due to poor O&M
of irrigation systems, and (c) the often heavy burden of direct and indirect taxes already imposed on
the farming sector (World Bank 1986)4. The lack of relation between recovery and O&M effectiveness
questioned the Bank's emphasis on cost recovery, with Duane (1986) considering the Bank's approach
as "heavily influenced by its thinking about authorities supplying public utilities such as electricity,
water for domestic use, etc. which were expected to be self-sustained by commercial revenues."
The Bank policy had to come to terms with the fact that countries such as India or Thailand were
clearly opposed to direct charges, either because irrigation was targeted towards the rural poor and
were not expected to be self-sustaining or generate revenue, or because price distortions already
siphoned off much of the agricultural surplus (Mexico, Thailand, Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Egypt, etc)
(Duane 1986; Small; Krueger et al. 1988, Krueger 1991). In 1986, the Asian Development Bank
(ADB) also carried out an evaluation of its irrigation projects and came to conclusions similar to those
of the World Bank's 1981 review (ADB 1986a). In most cases executing agencies had remained in
complete or partial default of irrigation service fee covenants.

1.2 Management and cost recovery
Despite these disappointing reviews, 1986 was notable for a growing consensus that coalesced in a
number of converging analyses of the role of irrigation service fees and their relationship to other
mechanisms for improving irrigation performance. A World Bank study for instance condensed ideas
collected from a few country-level analyses and concluded that "it is time to take a more pragmatic
and comprehensive approach to this issue" (World Bank 1986); the ADB held a regional seminar
(ADB 1986b) and commissioned the International Irrigation Management Institute to carry out a
regional study (Small et al. 1986; 1989?). Concurrently, USAID commissioned a report on "Irrigation
pricing and management" (Carruthers et al. 1985), and FAO and USAID (1986) conducted an expert
consultation on irrigation water charges. Several subsequent papers and reports were consonant with
these views (e.g. Moore 1989, Sampath 1992, Vaidyanathan5 1992), which were eventually summed
up in a remarkable book on irrigation financing by Small and Carruthers (1991).
Although emphasis differed, there was general agreement that water charges alone were an inadequate
mechanism for improving irrigation performance and that primacy needed to be given to water
distribution and control. Staff members of development banks acknowledged that "an element of
subsidy in irrigation projects is not necessarily sub-optimal" (Ghates 1985) and that "bidding for water
should not be promoted" (Frederiksen 1985). The following by and large summarizes this consensus:
1. The primacy of management. Irrigation water charges influence individual farmer behaviour in
only a very few on-demand systems. By far the most important mechanism for achieving
rational water use is by careful control of distribution and by allocations that broadly meet
crop requirements. Fee policies have little or no impact on irrigation system performance
(Svendsen 1986).

4

Preliminary results of the study of the political economy of agricultural policy by Krueger, Schiff and Valdes (1988, 1992),
as well as Small et al.'s (1986) review seem to have been influential in bringing this issue to the fore.

5

In 1992, a Committee on Pricing of Irrigation Water headed by Prof. Vaidyanathan (1992) issued a report to the Planning
Commission of the Government of India with recommendations regarding the pricing of irrigation water in India.
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2. Control of supply a prerequisite. "Many of the frequently cited inefficiencies of water use in
irrigation projects stem more from inadequate control over the distribution of the supply of
water than from failure to regulated demand through prices. Supply control can reduce
wastage of water associated with excess amounts of water flowing through uncontrolled
canals and ungated turnouts onto fields and into drainage channels. It may also encourage
more efficient use of water at the farm level by imposing a degree of water scarcity on the
farmers. A substantial portion of the large efficiency gains which are sometimes expected
from a demand-based pricing system would thus most probably be realized by implementation
of the pre-requisite supply control" (Small et al. 1986).
3. Financial autonomy. "The way in which fees are assessed, collected and expended is more
important than the actual level of fees in improving system efficiency and effectiveness. The
most critical factor is the level of fiscal autonomy of the irrigation agency, i.e. the extent to
which the level of its operating budget is tied to the amount of revenue generated by irrigation
systems operations. This provides an incentive for cost-effective goal-oriented performance
that is otherwise often weak or lacking" (FAO and USAID 1986).
4. Contextualized cost recovery. The principle of charging for water should be contextualized to
consider ability to pay and the overall taxation of agriculture, indirect charges often providing
an indirect (but straightforward) means to recover investment costs. Cost of collection need to
be evaluated carefully, price structures tailored to the particular situation, and prices indexed.
The evaluation of what should be the ideal level of O&M activities should receive more
attention.
5. A contribution principle. Subsidized water users should repay some of the investments but
they should not be asked to repay the cost of "over-elaborate gold-plated designs,
incompetent, expensive construction, costs overruns for reasons of corruption, bad scheduling
of construction activities or the like, nor overmanning of the public sector.6" While making
farmers pay for O&M costs is achievable in most cases, in very few projects (if any) would
farm revenues be enough to repay investment costs.
The exception to this consensus was - Repetto's (1986) discordant but influential paper on rent-seeking
and the performance of public irrigation schemes, which heralded the coming critiques of the 1986
consensus. Repetto convincingly showed how the design and development of irrigation projects were
influenced by rent-seeking strategies. From this, he concluded that there was little virtue in objectives
other than economic viability, advocating that irrigation projects should be considered as normal
investments requiring recovery of full costs, without considering secondary benefits. His analysis of
pricing as a means to improve management, however, proved to be weaker: it shrugged off the
constraints pointed to by the other studies and extrapolated particular cases, such as private irrigation
schemes, to support the generalization of full volumetric pricing and the trading of water rights.
Repetto endorsed the model of financial autonomy but in the narrow sense of the utility model,
without flagging the difficulties inherent in water allocation and distribution in large-scale surface
hydraulic systems.

6

Rao (1984) estimated that in India only about half of the officially estimated costs should be taken as real costs (see chapter
2).
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Repetto’s analysis coincided with a growing awareness in the 1980s and early 1990s, in the wake of
financial crises and structural adjustment programmes, of the burden on government finances inherited
from ever-expanding schemes of dubious profitability. Several countries including the Philippines,
Mexico, Morocco, China or Turkey, opted for reforms primarily aimed at shifting part of the O&M
burden to the farmers and blended with varying degrees of transfer of management responsibility (see
chapter 2). These experiences were sometimes influential but failed to launch a wider dynamic that
would have embodied and imposed the principles identified.
At the Bank, the debate was not interrupted by the series of documents issued in the 1980s. The
decade ended with a renewed attempt to clarify issues and break away from past confusion; several
mistakes from the past were acknowledged (e.g. "zeal for the fiscal autonomy model" has been
insensitive to borrowers' policies and the "single-minded application [of the model]7 to a second-best
world" might not be adequate; establishing boundaries between poor and other farmers to be charged
is "unworkable", etc) (O'Mara 1990). On the other hand, emphasis was put again on the priority to be
given to physical sustainability, on accepting "the diversity of cultures and institutional arrangements
in borrowing countries", and on basing cost recovery policy on a full analysis of government
interventions (O'Mara 1990).8

1.3 Water pricing and economic incentives
Although the ideas can be traced back to earlier periods, 1992 constitutes a convenient turning point in
the debate on water pricing: in 1992, the Dublin International Conference on Water and the
Environment proposed a set of four principles, the fourth of which9 underscored that “managing water
as an economic good is an important way of achieving efficient and equitable use, and of encouraging
conservation and protection of water resources”. Although, as seen above, there was nothing novel in
the concern with financial profitability , the 4th Dublin Principle can be considered as a landmark shift
in emphasis to the economic dimensions of water use in general and irrigation development in
particular. Economic instruments and the economic value of natural resources further found legitimacy
in the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development of the United Nations in 1992 (EU 2000b)

7

According to Small (1990) the banks' constant concern for cost recovery (despite the fact that payment of loans is
guaranteed by governments) is linked to “a misplaced concern stemming from the importance of cost-recovery in private
investments, where the inflow of funds to the investor represents the return on the investment. But it is inappropriate to place
the same meaning on cost recovery in the case of public investments".

8

O'Mara, Principal Economist at the Agricultural Policies Division (ARD Department), offered his paper as a "modest effort
to clear away the confusion surrounding irrigation policy both inside and outside of the Bank. That there is a need for a
policy dialogue within the institution on this topic is increasingly apparent. In its present form, the paper reflects the
comments and criticism of many Bank staff concerned with irrigation".

9

The full principle reads: Principle No. 4: Water has an economic value in all its competing uses and should be recognized as
an economic good. Within this principle, it is vital to recognize first the basic right of all human beings to have access to
clean water and sanitation at an affordable price. Past failure to recognize the economic value of water has led to wasteful and
environmentally damaging uses of the resource. Managing water as an economic good is an important way of achieving
efficient and equitable use, and of encouraging conservation and protection of water resources.
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and its Agenda 21 (UN 1992)10, which supported the "implementation of allocation decisions through
demand management, pricing mechanisms and regulatory measures".
More generally, the early nineties saw the rise of the concept of demand management (which can be
defined by “doing better with what we have”, as opposed to continuous supply augmentation), mostly
under the influence of resource economists stressing both the economic nonsense of privileging costly
and environmentally-unfriendly water resource development, and the role and potential of economic
incentives in managing demand and reducing the need for additional supplies. The emphasis put on
economic efficiency and on the 'user-pay’ and ‘polluter-pay’ principles stroke sensitive cords and
ushered in heated debates on the right to water, the respective roles of the private sector and local
communities, and how to interpret and reconcile the economic and social/cultural dimensions of water.
Conceptually, this period distinguishes itself from the preceding one by a shift in emphasis (Maestu
2001): earlier justifications of charging for water centred on the financial need for cost-recovery to
fund further projects (equity), relieve state finances, and ensure the physical integrity of and continued
benefits from irrigation schemes. In the 1990s water prices, and more generally economic incentives,
came to be seen as key policy tools endowed with the potential to achieve multiple objectives. With
demand management-oriented approaches making conservation a critical issue, the conventional role
of prices in managing demand moved from the back-seat to centre stage. Likewise, increasing intersectoral competition for water and associated environmental externalities made pricing mechanisms
appear as a potential and desirable means to arbitrate water allocation11 and promote desirable
environmental objectives, while maximizing water productivity and aggregate economic welfare.
Assigning all these roles to pricing could be seen as the embodiment of the Dublin principle stressing
the economic nature of water.
Given this anticipated potential for ensuring financial autonomy of the irrigation sector, cutting state
expenditures, eliciting water savings, and maximizing the economic efficiency of water use across
society, water pricing understandingly attracted increasing attention from policy-makers, academics,
development agencies and banks (OECD 1996; REF,). With so much frustration generated by the need
for repeated rehabilitation (in Indonesia, for example, one third of the 3 million ha of government
designed irrigation schemes has been rehabilitated twice in the last 25 years; World Bank 2005), by
failed attempts to improve water management or efficiency substantially, and by incomplete turnover
of management to farmers, price instruments appeared to hold the promise of promoting several
desired policy goals. In addition, they would provide an elegant solution to longstanding problems,
changing behaviour directly through incentives, thus seemingly avoiding the painstaking intricacies of
irrigation management, and its technical, social and political ramifications.

10

Principle 16 of the declaration reads: "National authorities should endeavour to promote the internalization of
environmental costs and the use of economic instruments, taking into account the approach that the polluter should, in
principle, bear the cost of pollution, with due regard to the public interest and without distorting international trade and
investment". More importantly, the Chapter 18 of Agenda 21 stresses: "Implementation of allocation decisions through
demand management, pricing mechanisms and regulatory measures;… Promotion of schemes for rational water use through
public awareness-raising, educational programmes and levying of water tariffs and other economic instruments".
11

In 1985, concern was only expressed for "the efficient level of use of scarce water and to its allocation to crops where
returns to irrigation are higher", not for sectoral allocation (see Ghate (1985) for ADB's point of view). In the EU "it is only
in the early 1990s that attention started switching to the economic value of water" (EU-WATECO. 2003).
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This economic rationale soon percolated to water policies. The World Bank’s Water Resource
Management Policy Paper of 199312 observed that “waste and inefficiencies have resulted from the
frequent failure to use prices and other instruments to manage demand and guide allocation”, and
established a powerful narrative around the overarching causal link between water crises, water waste,
and under-pricing. Subsequently, the Bank’s policy paper remarked that the value of water differed
greatly between agriculture and other sectors, “often indicating gross misallocations if judged by
economic criteria”. It followed that “setting prices at the right level is not enough; prices need to be
paid if they are to enhance the efficient allocation of resources” (World Bank 1993).13 Besides
continuing to ensure basic cost-recovery, price mechanisms were thus assigned the further objectives
of reducing water waste, minimizing environmental damage and reallocating water towards higher
uses.
The 1990s saw a flourishing literature on the theoretical principles and potential impacts of pricing
and water markets, with a leading contribution from the World Bank14. During a press conference in
Washington on April 12, 2000, James D. Wolfensohn, President of the World Bank, reiterated the
view that "the biggest problem with water is the waste of water through lack of charging." Johansson
(2000) saw water pricing as a “primary means… to improve water allocations and to encourage
15
conservation”. The Economic and Social Commission for Asia-Pacific (ESCAP 1996a, 1996b) saw
pricing as an "essential component of water demand management", which could in particular
"significantly reduce the wastage of resources". ADB’s 2000 water policy reaffirmed the “needs to
promote efficiencies in water use by supporting demand management, including water pricing”. Jones
(2003) stated that “anything scarce and in demand commands a price”, and that consequently “water
pricing is increasingly seen as an acceptable instrument of public policy”. Finally, the World Water
Commission’s (2000) report proclaimed that “the single most immediate and important measure that
we can recommend is the systematic adoption of full-cost pricing for water services”, although
acknowledging that full-cost pricing, long advocated in the irrigation sector, “has seldom happened”.
Other UN organizations and development banks (ESCWA (1999, 2005), ESCAP, African
Development Bank (2000)16,…) usually reproduced these principles and objectives, most of them

12

Jones (1995) reports that the elaboration of the paper saw a renewed conflict between economic orthodoxy bent on the long
run marginal-value pricing principle and the view defended by operating divisions, Agriculture Department's staff, and
consultants, who advocated more flexibility.
13
Identification of an "allocation stress" became commonplace. For instance, Dinar (1998) held that: “the potential for
economic benefits from allocation-oriented institutional change are not only substantial but also increasing with each increase
in water scarcity.” Rosegrant and Cline (2002) posited that: “there is considerable scope for water savings and economic
gains through water reallocation to higher-value uses”.
14

See, for example, Teerink and Nakashima (1993); Le Moigne et al. (1994); Tsur and Dinar (1995); Bhatia et al. (1995);
Thobani (1997); Dinar and Subramanian (1997); Easter et al. (1998); Dinar (2000); Johansson (2000); and AMAECO and
ANAFID (2002).
15

If properly set and implemented, water pricing for agricultural water could significantly reduce the wastage of resources
(ESCAP 1996a). "Water pricing is an essential component of water demand management which is instrumental in achieving
two important goals: to generate revenue for capital recovery, operation and maintenance, extension of the system; to
promote efficiency in use; and to protect the quality of water resources by reducing the wastewater discharge" (ESCAP
1996b).
16

AfDB (2000), for example, reads like a textbook of ideal principles, peppered with realism. See, for example: "Ultimately,
the aim of water pricing should be economic cost recovery, taking into account social equity and capacity to pay by the rural
and urban poor. Initially, however, RMCs should target the recovery of full financial costs".
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underscoring cost-recovery, but some -including the IADB (1998) and ECLAC (1995)- putting their
emphasis on decentralization, water rights and water markets.
These views were consonant with – and perhaps partly derived from – policy shifts in developed
countries. The late 90s saw the gradual elaboration of the European Water Framework Directive which
put economic incentives in general and pricing policies in particular at the heart of its objectives of
financial and environmental sustainability17 (see OECD 1999, 2002; European Commission 2000a,
2000b). Interestingly, the use of pricing in the EU policy is advocated primarily as a conservation
means to manage demand so as to curb excessive abstraction of water from ecosystems, and
incorporates the polluter-pay principle, with water charges being instrumental in internalizing
environmental costs. This reflects the weight of environmentalism in promoting economic incentives
as key tools for water policy (Kaika 2003; Avis et al. 2000; de Moor and Calami 1997; Khanna et al.
undated). In contrast, official references to the sectoral allocation and to charging opportunity costs are
rare, although some environmentalists regard full-cost pricing as a way of decreasing demand and
environmental damage, since "the price [of water] could be raised until the level of demand was
consistent with the environmental constraints on supply" (Hodge and Adams (1997), and since "full
cost recovery for water services (should) include the costs of damages to the environment" (Avis et al.
2000).
Numerous analysts have embraced the concept of demand management (Hamdy et al. 1995,
Winpenny 1997; Brooks 1997; Frederick 1993; Louw and Kassier 2002; Ahmad 2000) seeing its
application as a primary means to solve the current water crisis. In turn, central ideas such as the
persistence of massive water losses in the agricultural sector, poor management and misallocation of
water resources, and the crucial role of economic incentives, made their way into the mainstream
media including The Economist (2003), Scientific American (Gleick 2001), Science (Gleick 2003),
and National Geographic (Frank 2001). Spurred by the second and Third World Water Forum,
newspapers and analysts also echoed prophecies of the “coming” (Lavelle and Kurlantzick 2002),
“creeping” (Falkenmark 2001), “impending” (Rosegrant et al. 2000), or “looming” (UNESCO 2000,
IRRI 1995) water crises.
These ideas trickled down to policy and law-making in many countries. The 1998 South African
Water Act specified that “water use charges are to be used to fund the direct and related costs of water
resource management, development and use, and may also be used to achieve an equitable and
efficient allocation of water” (Republic of South Africa 1998)18.” Article 19 of the 1997 Brazilian
Water law recognizes water as an economic good and introduces water fees with the triple objective of
indicating the value of water, rationalizing the use of water, and levying funds for the further
development of water resources (Government of Brazil 1997). The 1999 National Water Policy of
Bangladesh states that “A system of cost recovery, pricing, and economic incentives/disincentives is
necessary to balance the demand and supply of water”, and that “water will be considered an economic
resource and priced to convey its scarcity value to all users and provide motivation for its
conservation” (Government of Bangladesh 1999; Chakravorty undated). Many other state policies or

17

The “proposed Water Framework Directive promotes the use of water charging to act as an incentive for the sustainable
use of water resources and to recover the costs of water services by economic sector. This will contribute to meeting the
environmental objectives of this directive in a cost-effective way” (European Commission 2000b).

18

In addition, they may also be used to ensure compliance with prescribed standards and water management practices
according to the user pays and polluter pays principles. Water use charges will be used as a means of encouraging reduction
in waste, and provision is made for incentives for effective and efficient water use.
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legal acts19 include similar general principles, or focused on particular ones, like cost-recovery in the
case of Vietnam (1998) (users have a “financial duty and the duty to contribute manpower and
budget”), or of the 1988 Law of China (as well as succeeding draft versions of its revision)20.
The apparent overwhelming21 adoption of pricing principles created an intellectual environment which
made it somewhat difficult for alternative or nuanced voices to be heard. Several papers looking
critically at the issue were published22 and several reviews were carried out though they did not
significantly alter the debate23. An OED study (Jones 1995) on "the World Bank and irrigation", for
example, questioned the "Bank’s enthusiasm for irrigation cost recovery… [based on] a presumed link
between cost recovery and better operation and maintenance", because it confirmed earlier findings by
OED that "there is normally no link between higher water charges and better operation and
maintenance. Revenue from water charges generally goes to the general treasury and is not earmarked
for O&M".

1.4 'Principled pragmatism': The idea comes full circle
Despite the hopes vested in pricing policies during the 1990s, a number of elements have gradually
made a reassessment of these expectations necessary. This readjustment has been driven by the
recognition of a host of technical, socio-economic, legal, and political difficulties, which will be
analyzed at length in the next chapter, but also by the emergence of severe conflicts caused by raised
water charges (or curtailed subsidies) in several countries. The question of charging for water has also
suffered from an unfortunate lack of distinction between agriculture and the domestic sector and many
of the conflicts that have bedevilled the latter were mistakenly extended to the former. This may have
been partly due to insufficient attention given to crucial differences between the two sectors (see

19

This is not the case, however, for all national laws and policies. India (GOI 2002), Pakistan (GOP 2003), Malaysia (FAO
1996a), for example, do not see irrigation pricing as a water management and policy instrument.
20

Article 42 stipulates “Those who use water provided by water supply projects, shall pay water charge to the supplying unit
in accordance with stipulations. Water price shall be defined as per the principles of cost recovery, reasonable profit, and
good price for good quality and fair shares. The system of accumulative pricing shall be conducted to the water use over than
the planed amount.”
21

Many papers emphasized the emergence of a consensus and the alleged growing application of such principles,
contributing to create a "policy bubble". See for example Johansson et al. (2002): "In addressing water scarcity and increased
population pressures many countries are adopting water-pricing mechanisms as their primary means to regulate irrigation
water consumption"; Saleth (2002): "Although water continues to be subsidized in most sectors and countries, there is
growing recognition of water pricing as a key policy instrument for cost recovery and demand management"; Jones (2003):
"Water pricing is increasingly seen as an acceptable instrument of public policy". While these statements are correct in the
narrow sense that economic and financial concerns have become more salient and incorporated in policies, they tend to
convey an overly optimistic view that economic instruments will be both paramount and effective in achieving multiple longsought goals.
22

See for example Carruthers and Morrisson (1996); Morris (1996); Perry (1996, 2001a, 2001b), Chaudhry et al. (1993),
Perry and Seckler (1997).
23

For a number of economists, the question was no longer the desirability or possibility of using price regulation but a mere
technical debate on how to determine the "optimal price". See for example: "Despite the pervasiveness of water pricing as a
means to allocate water, there is still disagreement regarding the appropriate means by which to derive the price" (Johansson
et al. 2002; see Kim and Schaible 2000; Louw and Kassier 2002). That prices based on concepts of marginal costs or
opportunity costs are invariably found to be incompatible with maintaining farm revenues does not seem to have triggered
much theoretical debate.
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chapter 2), apparent in many policy and academic documents that tend to assume that the two sectors
are similar.
The empirical literature on water pricing in irrigated agriculture also yields a paucity of cases in which
pricing policies have successfully achieved the objectives assigned to them. First it has been
excessively difficult to raise and stabilize cost-recovery from users and in most cases even O&M
expenditures are not recovered. There are, however, exceptions Morocco or Tunisia have for instance
been successful in covering O&M; Mexico has turned over most of its public schemes (and their
related costs) to water user associations; water charges were increased by three times in Andhra
Pradesh's 1997 reform though from a very low level (Samal and Kolanu 2004); the National Irrigation
Agency in Philippines has cut its staff by 75% in the last 25 years (Oorthuizen 2003); China is
experimenting with several ways of delegating water management and strengthening incentives (see
chapter 13), etc. Not all these case have been unmitigated successes, but they perhaps signal a trend
towards better cost recovery, with financial autonomy of irrigation units/projects as a major objective.
The impact of water charges on efficiency has in contrast remained almost entirely elusive, as revealed
by Bosworth et al.’s (2002) recent review of literature. An analysis of the use of economic tools for
demand management in Mediterranean countries also showed that their use in agriculture was far more
limited than in the urban sector, and that prices alone did not suffice to elicit significant changes in
behavior (Chohin-Kuper et al. 2002). Compilations of cases such as Bhatia et al. (1995), Dinar and
Subramanian (1997), Dinar (2000) and Johansson (2000) provide some evidence to the contrary but
are drawn almost exclusively from the urban water sector or from modelling exercises. Examples of
changes in cropping patterns and technology are more numerous but these changes are typically
caused by a host of inter-acting factors of which water pricing is seldom of more than marginal
significance. Finally there appears to be no example of a country having resorted to administered price
setting in order to allocate water between sectors (Perry 199x).
A review of OECD countries (Garrido 2002) concluded that progress in the implementation of water
pricing policies had been slow and uneven, and that farmers typically paid only a fraction of O&M
costs (and nothing for rehabilitation and amortization of investments, let alone environmental or
resource costs). "Irrigation pricing reforms should not expect significant reductions in farmers’ water
consumption", and quotas24 are likely to be required, though prices are expected to contribute to the
EU's environmental objective based on the polluter-pay-principle (Garrido 2002). A review of the use
of economic incentives (EIs) in Canada (PRI 2005) noted that "there has been a tendency to promote
EIs as being capable of delivering the best of all worlds: environmental protection, economic and
technological development, and revenue generation, while maintaining equity, and all in one
convenient box" but "careful examination of real-life experiences" is needed before these objectives
can be assumed to be achieved.
It is thus becoming apparent that on-the-ground evidence of the impact of economic tools remains well
short of expectations and promises. Since 2000, several official documents and academic papers have
scaled down the earlier enthusiasm for water pricing, reflecting both the widening gap between theory
and practice but also the wish to avoid the violent controversies around this issue (mostly it is true
relating to the domestic sector). The Ministerial Declaration of the 2nd World Water Forum (The

24

But "the use of quotas or allotments, suggests that efficient allocation can be made without prices, and that the combination
of quotas and cost-recovery charges – not including the opportunity cost of water as the European Union foresees in its Water
Framework Directive – may be a viable mix of instruments" (Garrido 2002).
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Hague 2000) advocates a prudent “move towards pricing water services to reflect the cost of their
provision”, but adds that “this approach should take account of the need for equity and the basic needs
of the poor and the vulnerable”.25 Tellingly, the word “pricing” is absent from the Bonn Conference 27
recommendations for action, issued in December 2001. Similarly, the 2002 Stockholm statement that
under the title “Urgent action needed for water security” synthesizes the lessons from the five previous
symposia, lists four principles for action that do not refer to the use of economic instruments in
managing water. Recently, the World Water Assessment Program (UNESCO-WWAP 2006) stressed
the importance of non-economic goals in irrigation, the potential limitations to volumetric pricing, and
the goal of recovering O&M costs only.
More significantly, perhaps, a recent OED assessment of the 1993 World Bank water strategy
concluded that "Globally, most Bank projects pay lip-service to cost recovery26,.. [and] too frequently,
Bank water staff promote reform when the enabling conditions are absent due to the programmatic
nature of projects". In sum, “Pricing promotes efficiency and conservation… but there are few
successful examples because of the economic and cultural difficulties of putting a value on a natural
resource” (Pitman 2002). In 2003, the Bank issued a new water resources sector strategy (World Bank
2003), aimed at updating the document issued ten years earlier. It acknowledged the “yawning gap
between simple economic principles… and on-the-ground reality”.
It has often been stated that having users pay “the full cost of water” would solve these
problems. Experience has shown that the situation is considerably more complex and nuanced,
and that it is not enough to just extol the virtues of pricing. This section outlines a different
approach – one of “principled pragmatism”. “Principled” because economic principles such
as ensuring that users take financial and resource costs into account when using water, are very
important. And “pragmatism” because solutions need to be tailored to specific, widely varying
natural, cultural, economic and political circumstances, in which the art of reform is the art of
the possible (World Bank 2003).
Yet the soundness of the theoretical background is constantly reaffirmed (World Bank 2003)27.
Difficulties in implementing water pricing, however, are often ascribed to technical or cultural
difficulties, and to political resistance of entrenched sectoral interests (Saleth 2001), and there is a
continued hankering for a more ambitious role for pricing. The most recent World Bank initiative for
"Reengaging in agricultural water management" (World Bank 2006), however, adopts a more
balanced position and states that management of large-scale irrigation has "been plagued by problems
of irrigation service charges, both low levels of charge and low levels of collection". Where demand is
not responsive to price increases and where there is a water shortage, a case admittedly quite frequent,
"rationing (in the short term) or the allocation of quotas (for the long term) should be considered as an
effective way to reduce demand and encourage efficiency" (World Bank 2006).

25

Interestingly, this political statement appears much more prudent than the World Water Council's two parallel reports
prepared for the same forum: `Making Water Everybody’s Business' "recommends that consumers be charged the full cost of
providing water services" (Cosgrove and Rijsberman 2000); see supra for quote from the report 'A water secure World'
(World Water Commission. 2000).
26

Among sectors of the water strategy whose implementation was rated as "ineffective" were "allocation issues and
opportunity cost of water" and "transparency and full cost accounting of water delivery service", while "increasing user
charges" was rated "moderately effective" (Pitman 2002).
27

The neo-classical principles of pricing and allocation are axiomatic. If at fault, it is because of contextual factors that
should be removed, not because the theory should better conform to the real world.
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It is becoming clear that arguments have often been presented in a very broad manner, with general
principles repeated without the necessary qualifications. The literature bears frequent confusions
across the board between the different possible justifications for water pricing, and the theoretical
arguments that may apply to a particular context are often implicitly or explicitly extended to other
situations where they cease to be valid. It is evident, in particular, that there are crucial differences
between domestic and irrigation water, between classical large-scale surface irrigation and pump
irrigation, between government and farmer-managed schemes, between low and high-tech distribution
systems, staple and cash-crop production, and between developed and developing countries. Similarly,
parallels with land rights provide limited guidance for addressing water rights (Hanemann 2006), and
comparisons between the water and the power sector can also be misleading.
On a more philosophical plan, the principle of “water as an economic good” has triggered a heated
debate, with the emergence of a concurrent paradigm underscoring water as a social good and/or a
human right. This confrontation of worldviews has introduced a main faultline across the debate (ODI
2002; Hanemann 2006). All parties agree that water is the “stuff of life” and, to some extent, that
extravagant consumption is to blame. Those supporting ‘water as an economic good’, however, see
waste as the result of underpricing and, consequently, pricing or markets as a way out of the crisis.
They see perfect markets as an optimal means to achieve economic efficiency, as a desirable objective
for the society as a whole, and alternatives as second-best options. The rationale for cost recovery,
linked to the need to fund maintenance and further expand water services, is opposed by supporters of
the ‘water as a basic human right’ paradigm, who consider that domestic supply is a right that warrants
subsidized public investments. They view pricing or market instruments with suspicion, stressing that
water is foremost a social good and that its allocation cannot be left to mechanisms that will eventually
favour the wealthy and powerful. In their view, prices should be controlled by the government to avoid
the commodification of water and the exclusion of the poorest, and only volumes beyond vital
requirements should be charged (The Water Manifesto 1999; Shiva 2002). Here, again, the debate has
been obscured by an indiscriminate mix of situations, from little to very water short regions, from
domestic use to irrigation, and from individual use to large public schemes.
Controversies and debates along this faultline have increased in recent years. At both extremes, rather
uncompromising viewpoints have been expressed, which have not been helpful in building bridges
across the two worldviews. They have stuck, on one side, to market fundamentalism that seems to be
impervious to the lessons of reality on the ground and, on the other side, to a romantic posture where
water is seen as god-given and should not be sullied by mundane issues of cash. Some, however, seek
to adopt more nuanced and conciliatory stances. Despite such attempts to bridge conflicting
viewpoints, the debate remains fairly polarized.
In the 1990s, the academic literature was dominated by theoretical considerations and promotion of
economic incentives as key policy instruments to instil economic rationality and regulate the water
sector. More recent publications have focused on the practical constraints faced, besides the
inadequacy of some of their theoretical tenets. Without going into the details analyzed in chapter 2 and
illustrated in the subsequent chapters, mention should be made of the evidence provided by the case
studies and literature reviews carried out by Bosworth et al. (2002), Cornish and Perry (2003),
Hellegers and Perry (2004), Cornish et al. (2004). They stress the importance of distinguishing
between objectives and the design of charging systems to meet these objectives according to the
context. Volumetric pricing is rare and "the response in demand to volumetric pricing is widely shown
to be minimal". Water markets have been established in a few locations but bureaucratic allocation of
water through price-setting is nowhere to be observed; the debate on sectoral allocation may have been
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misconstrued (Savenije and van der Zaag 2002) and the degree of misallocation overstated (Molle and
Berkoff 2006).
A balanced assessment has also been issued by ICID (2004). It does not consider recovery of the full
financial costs of irrigation but emphasizes the need to define negotiated contractual relationships
between providers (of any kind) and users, and to charge the latter the cost of O&M plus renewal costs
("the sustainability costs"). "Opportunity pricing" has no application in pricing services but the
determination of all costs helps in assessing values before allocating resources. Defining quotas may
hinder flexibility in reallocation but quotas are equitable and effective in managing scarcity. Dinar and
Mody (2004) also observe that financial cost-recovery though becoming more common is hard to
implement. In most cases, they note, pricing does not elicit more efficient on-farm water use, and
when it does (often through crop shift or technological change), it does not automatically translate into
total water savings. Easter and Liu (2006) focus on cost-recovery objectives, ponder on why costrecovery rates are low, and acknowledge that water demand may be elastic only at levels of charge
that are politically unacceptable. Emphasis is put on participatory and transparent definition of charges
and on keeping them within the system, ensuring financial autonomy and enhancing accountability of
managers.
In other words, a new consensus is emerging which is by and large replicating the conclusions
established twenty years earlier. Charging for water is primarily a fiscal issue on which no general
statement can be made as long as it is not part and parcel of a wider financing mechanism, whereby
users are effectively empowered and managers made accountable through their dependency on fee
collection. Other conservation and allocation objectives remain important but the effectiveness of
pricing is limited to some specific "niches", which can be made to grow but which are likely to remain
limited, or marginal, in the foreseeable future. Pricing will generally have limited impact alone but is
an instrument that can contribute to a package of incentives. Principled pragmatism is needed to
apprehend the constraints on the ground and sound management of supply -at all scales, from the farm
to the basin- remains the unglamorous yet fundamental prerequisite to improving the performance of
the water sector.
This storyline raises intriguing questions on why the debate has gone full circle in a twenty-yearperiod, going through different conflicting views28, detours and dead-ends and finally "rediscovering"
both the limits imposed by the real world to policy instruments and the particular conditions needed
for their effectiveness. Although it is not the central objective of this chapter to address this question,
one may wonder whether economic thinking, coming to prominence in the late 1980s/early 1990s, has
not been subjected to the excessive self-confidence that other disciplines (e.g. agronomy, water
engineering, rural sociology, planning, etc) have shown earlier, before being confronted with
difficulties in raising yields, improving irrigation efficiency, setting-up user groups, or implementing
integrated development projects or policies. Overconfidence leads to excessive faith in theoretical

28

As suggested along this historical review, the debate showed considerable wavering between opposite viewpoints and
statements: as a rule, cost had to be recovered from users but it was proposed that this could be alternatively done by the
government; only direct irrigation benefits should be considered but consideration of induced economic activities was also
proposed; subsidies were acceptable and optimum might differ from long-term marginal pricing but strict endorsement of the
latter principle proved persistent; the utility model was seen adequate for irrigation service but its clear limitations sometimes
recognized; irrigation should be seen as any other economic activity but its other social objectives acknowledged; pricing
instruments can target several goals at one time but it is not the case in most instances, etc.
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frameworks, and lack of attention to on-the-ground and political economic factors (Green29 2000;
Dinar 2000). Systematic stigmatization of irrigation as a wasteful sector has frequently been based on
a lack of understanding of irrigation management and basin hydrology, just as the domestic and
irrigation sectors have been confused, despite crucial differences. Likewise anti-state ideological
rhetoric has often supported the idea that bureaucratic water allocation is insensitive to economic
rationality30 (Moore 1990; Carruthers 1997), even where evidence suggests otherwise (Molle and
Berkoff 2006). The issue of sectoral reallocation may have been inflated because of its salience in the
US and also because some economists advocate31 markets out of ideological inclination rather than
sound examination of local contexts (Bauer 2004; Gaffney 1997). It is also apparent that the
constitution of a massive body of literature, largely fed by a few mainstream institutions and overly
self-referential, has contributed to mainstreaming ideas that have often been indiscriminately picked
up in national universities or policies, without the necessary caveats and contextualization.
The following chapter is devoted to giving flesh to this narrative. It starts with some general
considerations on pricing and irrigated agriculture before examining the different policy objectives
that can be attained through pricing instruments. For each of these, we attempt to confront the
theoretical background with field evidence and assess the scope for achieving these objectives. Getting
price incentives in irrigation "down-to-earth" by no means negates the importance of prices, nor the
crucial need for economic insight in the development of water resources. It does, however, assert that
–as for all other policy instruments- we should neither entertain unreasonable expectations nor
justify/propose policies based on general principles that may not hold in a particular context. When
there are good reasons to design financial mechanisms, it does not help to confuse objectives by
bringing in arguments of limited validity. Through abundant references to the literature, we will also
point to discursive and conceptual shifts and finally identify a range of conclusions which might,
hopefully, be contemplated as firm ground for future policy-making.

29
Green (2000) contrasts a Panglossian (optimistic) approach with a "Pragmatic approach, generally characterised by a
concern for institutional design, for increasing public participation and a search for ways of supporting decisions with
appraisal tools such as benefit-cost analysis… [which] lacks the self-confidence of the Panglossian approach and lacks the
glorious heroism of economists riding to the rescue of water management. It is more hesitant in claiming success, hoping
instead that instances offer lessons which will improve future decisions." See also Embid-Irujo (2005) on Spain in the 1990s:
"For certain economists or the intellectual colleagues of certain economists, this policy [the setting of a 'real' price for water]
policy was a sort of ‘magic wand’ that would solve all the current problems at a stroke, while other experts were more
realistic".
30

See, for example, Anderson and Snyder (1997): "Because [water] is so precious, we cannot afford misallocation that comes
from political control".
31

"Faith in market mechanisms for resource allocation has been “politically correct”—often approaching dogma—for more
than a decade. Although attractive in principle, the complexity of establishing markets for tradable water rights should not be
underestimated" (Siamwalla and Roche 2001).
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